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NEWS RELEASE
Results of Blackwater Drilling Program
Stina Resources Ltd. (“Stina” or “the Company”) announces that Copper Creek Gold Corp. (“Copper Creek”) has
received assays from the recently completed percussion drilling program on its Bandit copper-gold-molybdenum
property located in the Blackwater area of British Columbia, approximately 130 kilometres south of Vanderhoof.
Stina funded this year’s exploration program on the Bandit property under terms of an option agreement dated June
5, 2012. Copper Creek is the designated operator of the project for the present exploration season.
The program consisted of 15 percussion drill holes (1,402 metres) over part of a 2 km x 5 km copper, gold and
molybdenum anomaly identified during MMI sampling by Copper Creek in the summer of 2011. Samples were
transported to the ALS Minerals Group in North Vancouver, BC for assaying. Drill depths ranged from 54 meters to
a maximum of 116 meters, and all holes were collared within a basalt unit of prior unknown and variable thickness.
Drilling was conducted to encounter the direct underlying sedimentary unit inferred to host mineralization which
produced the MMI anomalies in the prior surface soil sampling program. Eight of the fifteen holes drilled failed to
pierce through the overlying volcanic unit, indicating that the overlying volcanic sequence is in excess of 100 meters
of thickness.
Samples were taken from selected intermittent 2m sections of each drill hole, where warranted by onsite geologists.
Although several values of anomalous copper, gold, and silver were encountered, none showed economic
importance. The data will be evaluated further by Copper Creek and Stina, and the two companies will assess what
form of exploration will be appropriate for follow up in the 2013 field season.
The Bandit property is adjacent to claims owned by New Gold Inc. (TSX-NGD), where New Gold is currently
drilling its Blackwater gold project. Blackwater currently hosts a gold resource of 7.1 million oz. indicated and 2.5
million oz. inferred (see New Gold Inc. July 18, 2012 news release).
Stina President James Corrigan is pleased to report the completion of field work on its Bandit property for this
season. Over the past several months, the company has worked closely with the management of Copper Creek on
the Blackwater project, and was highly impressed with the strict standards Copper Creek employed throughout the
program. Mr. Corrigan commends Copper Creek’s board and officers, as well as geologist Kristian Whitehead for
his competence, diligence, and integrity while conducting the exploration. Over the next few months Stina plans to
further assess the Blackwater program internally to develop a full understanding of the results and where
opportunities exist to proceed on the property.
The foregoing geological disclosure has been reviewed and verified by Kristian Whitehead, P.Geo. (a qualified
person for the purpose of National Instrument 43-101, Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects). Mr. Whitehead
is an officer of Copper Creek.
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